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area in the past two years has presented a problem, because its infant life has
become less safe. The factors which caused such a reduction of births after 1931
had little influence in the rich area; and it is in this area that the recovery in the
number of births since 1934 has been most marked. These features may be partly
due to the increasing population of the rich area, though it is not clear that the
increased infantile mortality is connected with this factor. In the poorer two-thirds
of Belfast the degrees of poverty do not appear now to be directly correlated with
infantile mortality; though when the depression was worse, infantile mortality was
higher in the area now classified as "poor" than in that classified as "inter-
mediate." It may be that the concentration of health services upon the most
markedly poor areas has made these areas as safe for infants as the intermediate
areas.
H. SCOTT BOOKER, Hon. Secretary.
5 Geneva Gardens, Stranmillis, Belfast.
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2. Figures for 1937 not yet being available, though provisional figures of the
Registrar-General show that for all Belfast there has been a marked
improvement in the number of persons per house and per room. Some
improvement appears to have been made in each area.
3. Exact figures are not computable for the individual areas.
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I AM TOLD that as a child I talked early, and with considerable fluency, quite
unembarrassed by any suspicion of self-consciousness.
This was a childish characteristic which I regret that I lost at a comparatively
early age, and when six odd weeks or so ago I optimistically promised to address
you at this opening meeting of the hospital session, my pride was effectively
tempered by the realisation that I would have to stand before you and say soImle-
thing that at least sounded intelligent.
10OFurthermore, having been, as it were, warned I would not have the excuse for
mediocrity granted to those who speak impromptu-although I understandcl that
the preparation of so-called "imlpronmptu" speeches is a matter to which some
devote considerable time.
I had the fortune, or mnisfortune, to be born oIi ' Guy Fawkes" Iighlt, the
anniversary of one earlier attenmpt to upset the Constitution, so it was quite inevi-
table that mny earlier vears should be stormy.
It is the truth that when, oIn one occasion, mny homne was shaken by an earth
tremor, that urgent., and, to nmv mlind, unjustifiably selective, attention wa;s paid to
my whereabouts.
My schooldays were marke(d by an early interest in chemistry, particularly in
its pyrotechnical aspects, and were punctuated by a series of explosions. Potassium
chlorate and sulphur were proved to have properties other than medicinal, and
once I was assisted to hospital following the quite accidental discovery that blue-
stone and aluminiumii when heated together exploded with great violence.
In the interests of others and of the school buildings, my activities in chemistry
were imnmediately curtailed from this date. The repressed complex had fortunately
not been accepted at that time, and my school teachers wisely refrained from
allowing the child to follow its natural bent, in my case, apparently, heavenwards.
To the psychologists amongst you it will be perfectly evident that my Guy
Fawkesian complexes find part outlet in coils and sparks and dark room cellars,
and to the psychologists I appeal with confidence, and to the others with anxiety,
for a lenient reception of the subject matter of this discourse.
OPENING OF HosPITAL.
I propose first to recall the birthday of this hospital fifty-four years ago, when
its doors were opened in Noveinber, 1883, by the Most Rev. Dr. Dorrian.
There was then accommodation for only twenty-eight patients, and the number
of out-patients must have been correspondingly low. The progress of the hospital
has been one of continual expansion, and in the twelve months preceding June,
1936, lelp was afforded to a grand total of no less than 53,353 patients.
The first reaction is one of regret that so many people required attention, and
then there is the feeling that, after all, the hospital staff must have done a great
deal to help these unfortunates. These figures are the totals from the records of
the departments first interviewing the patients, and they are reproduced in the
hospital report of the year.
Turning to this volume, I had hoped to find some indication of what troubles
had brought these sick people for attention.
I found, as of course I should have known, that the problenm of adequate classi-
fication of illness has proved a problem as impossible for solution in this hospital
as elsewhere.
106I found that apparently every surgical case had been treated by operation, but
even the hospital radiologist with his restricted outlook realises that the occasional
surgical case escapes operat I mean, is treated by conservative methods.
I began to realise the difficulties of selective distribution of cases when startled
by the unexpected and astonishing appearance of a visceroptopic gastric carcinoma
in the records of the gynaecologists !
To-day the general practitioner is not infrequently at trouble to know whether
to send his patient to a consultant physician or surgeon, and the tortuosity of a
problemiiatical dividing-line between even the major sections of so-called medical
and suIgical ailmients perplexes the experienced as wvell as the recently qualified.
To a medically-minded observer the whole question is one by no means devoid
of humiour-he sees the insurgent surgeon standing on the impregnable heights
of the acute appendix, while the belligerent physician, having valiantly re-
attacked and captured the greater part of the gastric and duodenal ulcer frontier,
stands defiant over the spastic colon, vacillates with diverticulitis, and, as grace-
fully as possible under the circumstances, relinquishes serious claim to the cure
of the haemorrhoid!
This is, of course, absurd; but no more absurd than to consider any illness as
other than a problem to be viewed with the eyes of a physician, irrespective of
the fact that treatment may involve the use of surgery.
The time will surely comne when even the very hospital reports will be compiled
on these principles.
There is no greater tribute that could be paid to a surgical colleague than for
it to be said that he uses his mind as a physician and his hands as a surgeon.
There is nothing more complimentary to say of a physician or of a surgeon than
that they temper their skill by co-operation with the experts in the various
branches of their art.
Such a view takes it for granted that co-operation, -or in other words, "teamii-
wvork," is the keystone on which rests the entire future of our profession, and this
is indeed the truth.
When a gloomy future is foretold for the voluntary hospitals it is overlooked
that in the hospital of the future, teamnwork will show to the finest advantage, and
the voluntary hospital of to-day, which organises itself and adapts itself to the
principles of teamiwork, can as confidently expect to live and to flourish as the art
of medicine itself.
In consideriing the fundamiiental principles of teamwork, interesting features
at once Imake their appearance. Each member of the teamii must admit that his
colleagues are better fitted to deal with certain problems than he is himself. Such
an admissioin may not comiie easily, even to the psychologist of the party, wlho
should, of course, know better.
107Successful teamwork demands close personal contact between the members of
the team-this being a feature of particular importance when the case is one of
unusual difficulty.
This personal element is perhaps a feature to which insufficient attention has
yet been paid. One minute's discussion regarding the case may be of more value
to the patient than a manuscript of notes.
These two features alone indicate that an adequately equipped and suitably
staffed hospital of medium size is not under even the slightest handicap, and is,
if anything, even more favourably placed than a large unit for the development
of the co-operative team methods of the future.
DETAILED SPECIALISATION.
The adoption of such practice assumes that the diagnostic methods and treat-
ments of the future will call for even more detailed specialisation. Each year
clinical medicine is becoming more difficult, more complicated, and more detailed.
Long since has the time passed when it is possible for any one man to carry at
his fingertips sufficient knowledge to deal with the problems which will confront
him even in a small practice.
Each year clinical medicine is becoming more difficult, more complicated, and
more detailed. Long since has the time passed when it is possible for any one
man to carry at his fingertips sufficient knowledge to deal with the problems which
will confront him even in a small practice.
As time passes we shall see a splitting up of the art of medicine into sections
more numerous than could ever have been thought of by the pioneers who decided
to limit their practices to non-surgical or surgical matters.
We see physicians and surgeons acquiring experience and a reputation for
being more skilled than the average in dealing with some certain complaint. -
It is obvious that this tendency will continue, and that in the selection of a
consultant group far more attention will be paid in the future than at present to
obtain the advice of the specialist skilled in dealing with the particular complaint.
No thoughtful person can fail to realise that the overwhelming coinplexity of
modern medical knowledge will compel specialised branches of medicine to become
more numerous. Assuming that this is the underlying principle of future practice,
it should be of absorbing interest to consider on what lines these developments
are taking place, and to take thought of what can be done to build skilfully for
the future.
SPECIALISTS OF THE FUTURE.
For the specialist of the future there must be no isolation at his own particular
branch. He will constantly be co-operating with a group, the individual members
10Sof which are familiar with each other's clinical abilities and skill. He will be well
aware of the limitations and difficulties attached to each member's particular art.
Only in this manner will the patient be assured every advantage obtainable from
consultation.
TIiE GENERAL PRACTITIONER-A SPECIALIST.
In the future the general practitioner will be no less specialised in his particular
branch than any other member of the teamn.
The student and the recently qualified doctor should consider this statement,
because it is almost certain that they will resent their introduction into general
practice, finding it very different from what they expected.
THE NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE SCI-IENIE.
The practitioner will certainly hear the present National Health Insurance
scheme bitterly attacked by doctors who have qualified years before him, and he
will find that an insurance practice raises problems for which his clinical training
took no account.
If he will take the trouble to inquire from some older physicians, he will realise
how little progress medicine could have made under the sixpenny surgeries, the
colliery practices, such as those of Yorkshire and Wales, and the many earlier
questionable health societies.
He will understand that any improvement is a matter to be appreciated, and
then, if he cannot work to improve an inadequate system, he should seek other
fields for his activities.
The worst that could happen wvould be for him to work under the scheme with
a feeling of resentment, which in a short time would lead to apathy-the worst
misfortune that can befall a doctor.
That possibly the majority of National Health Insurance patients are on the
whole looked after reasonably well, is more a tribute to the undoubted fascination
of medicine and the type who choose it as a career, than any commnendation of
the scheme itself.
UAULT OF SYSTE.M.
From the conscientious practitioner's point of view, the chief fault of the
present system is that it may so crowd his waiting-room and his visiting list, that
he cannot devote as much time on each individual patient as he would desire.
On inquiry from a number of practitioners, one is immediately struck by the
fact that the type of practice influences the opinion of the practitioner almost as
much as the character of the man himself, or is it that the character of the nman
influences the type of practice in which he eventually settles?
At any rate, one often finds that the practitioner who prefers to work in a more
or less mass-production system is very satisfied to have a large panel, while the
109slower diagnostican merely tolerates a large panel because he finds that it is
impossible to live without it.
The present scanty capitation fee of nine shillings per panel patient for the
year is a sum so small that a comparatively large list is essential even to meet
the costs of consultiing and wraiting-rooms.
The insurecd patient too often finds the general practitionler so busy, that his
consultation is only obtainable after considerable delay and his interiew restrictedl
by the crowded state of the waiting-room.
With a long visiting list, night calls, and long crowvded consulting hours, only
the very fit and imentally courageous doctor can maintain an interest in his work
and give his patients adequate medical service.
When the time comies, and it can only come by the united pressure of public
opinion and unity in the profession itself, that the size of the individual practi-
tioner's insured list is linited to a figure no larger than can be treatel with a high
standard of clinical skill, then the patient xvill receive benefits which frequently
exist now only in theory-.
This would inean a grading of the maximumn size of each practitioner's list to
a figure calculated on the sickness index in the district andl local conditions, Nwith
a corresponding graded increase in the already too smiiall capitation fee.
One cannot have experience of insurance practice for long without realising
that the most gross abuses of the system are made by those whom the panel
system was designed to help.
The patient who only seeks medical aid when it is necessary, is at a disadvan-
tage because of the overwhelming numbers of those who demnand attention on
any pretext and are only satisfied when they have secured fromi the panel a
supply of drugs of more monetary value than their weekly contribution. Such
people, if denied their demands, will simply change to a less scrupulous doctor.
Possibly at some time means will be taken to stop these abuses and to reward
the conscientious patient.
ADV-ANTAGES.
These problems, together with other matters, may be eventually dealt with in
a manner satisfactory to both the honest insurance patient and the conscientious
practitioner; but, at any rate, even at present, with all its faults, insurance offers
the patient many advantages which he could not obtain were he not insured.
The insured patient has free choice of doctor, and in treatment is denied no
drug of proved therapeutic value. Even certain proprietary medicines will be
allowed, although in the most part his prescriptions are the identical proprietary
articles, less refinements of taste and smell and cellophane packing, and in this
he is at no therapeutic disadvantage.
Costly vaccines or sera may be prescribed, as well as surgical dressings and
many varieties of surgical appliances.
11()Certain biological tests and diagnostic mneasures will be carried out without
charge, but unfortunately as yet the present National Health Insurance scheme
makes little provision for detailed investigation or consultant service.
As regards consultant service, the insured patient in the national scheme is little
better off than the non-insured.
He has to seek the services of the consultant either in private or in hospital,
and only in the carrying out of a treatment requiring costly drugs, such as insulin
or liver extract, is he at any material advantage over the non-insured.
For the majority of insured patients, consultation in private is a matter out
of the question because of financial reasons.
He may be-able to afford one consultation fee, but certainly he cannot afford
(l number of consultations or anything pertaining to team investigation.
HosPITALS CROWDED.
In the so-called voluntary hospital of to-day, as in panel practice, the question
of numbers is the problem of most pressing acuteness.
The hospitals built for the necessitous poor are now crowded to the doors by
the insured patient sent there because the panel doctor is too busy to look after
him; by the National Health insured patient sent for legimitate consultation; and
by the middle-class patient who cannot afford or does not wish to meet the cost
of investigation or treatment elsewhere.
The necessitous poor find themselves crowded out by the necessitous insured
and middle class, and a problem has arisen which could not have been foreseen
by those who founded the hospitals in the days when medicine was a compara-
tively simple affair.
Remedies of various sorts have been put forward and various plans proposed,
and the hospitals, and particularly the medical profession, have struggled along,
exhibiting the lack of concrete planning and co-operation which has always been
the characteristic of medical progress.
While the public always took a great interest, and always will take a great
interest, in medical matters, and particularly in hospitals, it is not interest which
takes them to hospital when they are ill. Neither is it a feeling that the attention
given to them in the modern general hospital is any better, or for that part so
good, as they would receive were they able to afford consultations with specialists
and the individual attention of the best nursing-homes.
It is obvious to the public that it is humanly impossible to deal with serious
and complicated conditions under any limitations of time, and this, together with
the not unreasonable objection of certain patients to wait for hours in externs,
accounts for the fact that the consultant of to-day is able to maintain position.
The hospitals cry " wolf " and at the same tiine exhibit their financial instabilitv
by spending begged thousands on equipment and extensions. Financial genius.
Or would the average business man say differently?
111The voluntary system is crumbling-or so they say-but the bending girder or
stretching link, or what you will, is not the hospitals themselves. It will be the
medical and nursing staffs wrhich maintain them.
With each advancing year there is more widespread realisation of the truth
that symptoms are indications of a generalise(d and not a localised disease.
In consequence, more detailed, more extensive, more expensive, investigation,
more hospitalisation, fewer private consultations. Each advancing year sees an
increased reluctance on the part of doctors to undertake specialised work in which
the ratio between time-consuming hospital and private work is rapidlyl becoming
grossly disproportionate.
Each succeeding year sees the scale tilted against the consultant, and it is hardly
to be wondered that the comparative securit) of panel practice or public health
appointments offers more attractions to the recently qualified than specialisation
under conditions w-hich render such an undertaking a more hazar(lous gamble
from year to year.
The breakdown of the voluntary systemni will be wvhen the hospitals becomle just
a little more mnedically understaffed- vhen the nursing staff cry out for shorter
hours and adequate payment on the scale of the private nursing-holrne no longer
open to themi-vhen the specialist finds that finally he cannot give to the hospitals
the gratuitous service which the voluntary system demands.
STATE CONTROL TALK.
Already there is talk of future State control, of State hospitals, of inclusion
under the National Health schemies of every wage-earner up to £250 per annumll
and his dependants. There is talk of extension of the scheme to include the so-
called middle classes, a bolstering up of the scheme by the addition of the better-
fed and less-sickness-prone of the community.
In the last few years a revolution has occurred in the municipal hospitals,
which nowv in some cases equal or surpass the voluntary hospitals. We see clinics
of various sorts, solm-e of doubtful help to the public and of none to the general
practitioner.
Many feel that State medicine advancing on these lines wvill lack personal
element so essential in dealing with the sick. Miany feel that some reflection of
political opinion may influence the granting of an appointment, to the detrimiient
of medical ability and the meclical profession as a whole.
The world still looks to the inedical profession to be a body uninfluenced by
political opinion or distinctions of creed or race; with some slight but universal
lead for world unity, andl such a belief may not be held or be practical with State
control.
Wotuld it be of adzvantaeg' to absorb the volmitary, hlospit(als ilo sitchI schletmiies
of State mnedicine.' [Votuld it be advisable to change their statuis- so that thev exist
as pub/ic cNnlic,s payt-blocks-f)rom7 whlich tlhe specialist of tlhe future wZvill deriveic
112his living? Would it be better if the volunitary hospitals were enabled to do the
work for which they were originally intended:' Could thlis be effected by perfecting
the Nationzal Health Insurance? By inclusion in such scheme of the wage-earners'
dependants.' By entabling the so-called nmiddlc classes to avoid hospitalisation by a
sytstem of insurantce to cover the cost of specialised treatmnent and nursing home?
INSURANCE SCHEMIE SUGGESTION.
[t does not seem to be realised that the middle class are as a rule quite well
able to meet with the ordinary problems of illness, and that it is only the major
misfortunes which, as it were, catch them unprepared.
Such an insurance scheme as one would visualise as being of the utmost
necessity and the greatest practical value for these particular patients would be
one in which the patient insured against the risk of contracting some serious
disease, such as tuberculosis or diabetes, or pernicious anaemia; one in which the
patient insured against the risk of operation or of specialised investigation;
against total or partial permanent disability. One visualises a scheme in which
the finances were so controlled as to ensure adequate recomnpense, neither more
nor less, for necessary skilled attention.
Such a scheme would interfere as little as possible with the present system.
The general practitioner would hold his panel as the fundamental basis of his
income. The specialist would find his work more fairly divided between hospital
and private. He could ask for additional consultation without feeling that he was
subjecting his patient to financial stress. He would work in more co-operation
with his colleagues and the general practitioner, and if such a scheme were
feasible in practice, it has many features in theory to commend it.
The greatest influence in the adoption of such a scheme would be public opinion.
The weight of public opinion would as surely insist on its adoption as the modern
complexity of medicine has enforced specialised practice, ultimately self-destroy-
ing in its present-day application.
CLOSER CO-OPERATION.
In the ineantime, great advantages could be obtained by closer co-operation
between the groups of hospital consultants and the general practitioner, and also
between the hospitals themselves.
A first step would be the restricting of hospital service to the emergency cases,
the very poor patients and those patients referred for consultation and investi-
gation, who bring with them the letter of introduction which indicates that the
most important member of the team is xvilling to co-operate.
Every hospital secretary agrees that such a policy is correct, but avers that two
reasons render it impossible. The first is that the general practitioner will almost
certainly fail to carry his end of the burden, as experience has too often proved
in the past.
This is hardly to be wondered at under the usual conditions of over-worked
113general practice, but making such a letter so far as practical a criterion of
admission would benefit the patient, practitioner, and hospital. The second reason
offered is that the hospital subscriber has contracted with the hospital to receive
the benefits of hospital service, and that these services must be given, irrespective
of whether the patient's general practitioner is pleased or otherwise. In addition
the hospital subscriber receives prior right and must be dealt with in preference
to the necessitous poor person who cannot afford either to be a panel patient or
a subscriber or to see a doctor elsewhere. Truly a sorry state of affairs. Pathetic
and rankling evidence of howr the voluntary hospital has been forced from its
ideals.
The hospital management which withholds such a step of reform on the pretext
that alteration miiight result in financial loss, fails to realise that a patient thought-
ful enough to become a voluntary subscriber would without doubt welcome such
steps as would insure him the benefits of medical co-operation.
The unpleasant duties of the hospital almoner would be lessened were the
practitioner to give privately sufficient details to prevent hospital abuse; and the
almoner service, instead of existing as a " means test," would enter on its histori-
cal duties as the section of the hospital disbursing financial aid for those unable
to benefit because of dire necessity.
APPoINTMENT TIMES.
Inside the portals of the hospital, means might be taken to lessen the irksome
hiours of waiting by instituting some system of appointment times for those who
seek consultation, and linked wNith this the provision of adequate facilities for
letters and copies of reports to be sent to the practitioner.
Co-operation between the hospitals themselves would enable them to avoid
re-duplication of certain expensive and lesser-used equipments, and not unlikely
result in a substantial saving in the prevention of duplicated investigation due to
the habit of certain patients in wandering fronm hospital to hospital.
If the present voluntary system should break down, as would appear so likely
that it may do, there is no alternative other than State control.
The voluntary system shakes under the strain of unfair stresses. But there is
one pleasant feature-possibly a logical development of the increasing complexity
of medicine. To-day in many hospitals there are welcome signs that specialised
team-practice and friendly co-operation are finding place.
Is it too mizutch to hope that this friendly co-opcration zcAill grow and will extentd
to matters outside of the hospitals? Is it too much to expect that the whirligig of
timite, which, has perforce stripped the hospitals of their prefix of "volutnitary,"
Twll again revolve an(i that the lhospitals will live in complete fulfilmslent of the
ideals of their founders? And as so clearly stated by the founders of this itnstitut-
tion-that it will exist so that "Sickness and destitution wuill ever be the only
niecessaryi passports to the wards."
114